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Demography and Human Population
Biology: Problems and Progress
PAUL W. LESLIE AND TIMOTHY B. GAGE

Exciting advances in demographic methods and theory promise to enhance the
quality of demographic rese1!rch in many of the populations that are of greatest
. interest to human population .I;>iologists. At the same time, there is growing
recognition of the extent to w)lich human populations vary demographically. This
progress, along with important developments in related fields such as reproduc
tive physiology, should lea~·to a more central role for biodemographic studies
within the broader field of '~man population biology. Our purpose here is to
review 'the role of demograPJiy within human population biology, emphasizing
the methodological side of t~e relationship .
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THE PLACE OF DEMOGRAPHY
IN HUMAN POPULATION BIOLOGY
Aspects of demography have long been of interest to human population biolo
gists, and demographic measures have been used for a variety of purposes. Our
concern with variation, evolution, and adaptation guarantees a central role for
demographic studies. To put the biology of living populations in an evolutionary
context requires, ultimately, associating observed variation in given characteris
tics with variation in vital rates within and between populations.

l'

I

Evolution and Adaptation
Natural selection is the result of differential fertility and mortality, and the
consequences of selection are, in principle, reflected in population size, density,
distribution, and rate of increase. Mathematical models of selection are highly
developed, for discrete and quantitative traits, for interaction with other forces of
evolution and with mating structure, for discrete and overlapping generations,
and more (Crow and Kimura 1970, Charlesworth 1980). Computer simulations,
such as MacCluer's (1978, 1979) work on the potential contributions of various
fertility components to fitness differentials, also enhance our theoretical under
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standillJ! of selecti~n in t.'lmans. T!~e 'sophistication of these models far outstrips
our ability to obtain data from human populations suitable for their application
or testing, because we are usually restricted by small sample sizes and small
selection coefficients. Thus, apart from a short list of celebrated cases, the study
of selection in humans has been oriented toward the potential for selection under
various conditions, and this, in turn, is largely a demographic endeavor. Conse
quently, we see published data on the distribution of reproductive success in a
large number of populations.
Of course, there is much more to natural selection and adaptation than the
Index of Opportunity for Selection (Crow 1958), in spite of the impression that
could be gotten from the plethora of papers whose major result is a calculated
i.ndex, and whose raison d'etre seems to be that the authors simply had demo
graphic data from which the index could be calculated. The notion that demogra
phic variables in some way reflect a population's adaptation to its environment is
an old one in both cultural and biological anthropology (Carr-Saunders 1922,
Baker and Sanders 1972, Wagley 1969, Baker and Dutt 1972, Hammel and
Howell 1987). Studies of human adaptation to particular environmental stresses
have used a variety of measures of "biological fitness," including health and
morbidity, growth, nutritional status, and work capacity, but also fertility and
mortality. Indeed, it was the contrast between the reproductive performance
(reflected in fertility, spontaneous abortion, and perinatal mortality) of Andean
natives and that of Spanish colonists (Monge 1948) that provided one of the first
and most dramatic indications that Andean populations have adapted biologi
cally to the stresses of life at high altitude.
As part of the study of specific stresses, then, demography has been valuable,
and continues to be so. In assessing overall adaptation, however, there has been
less success. This is at least partly because it is not clear what indicator to use. The
intrinsic rate of increase (r) is attractive because it is an integral part of both
demographic and selection models. But a high rate of population growth at one
point in time may be a poor indicator of the status of the population over the long
term. Furthermore, identical values of (r) can result from high fertility compen
sating for high mortality, and from low fertility paired with low mortality. To
conclude that two such populations are equally well adapted is to ignore informa
tion contained in the demographic data. If the "goal" of adaptation can be seen as
persistence in a given environment, then what we need is a measure of a popula
tion's ability to respond to demographic challenges, which often may be unpredic
table with regard to timing or magnitude. Measures that reflect a population's
demographic flexibility, the potential for growth rather than actual growth, may
be more useful. Henneberg's (1976) Biological State Index and Weiss' (1973a)
Index of Growth Regulation reflect this intent (see also Goodman 1971 and Ward
and Weiss 1976).
Gene flow often takes the form of migration, and the consequences of migration
and marital movement for population structure have received a great deal of
attention (see, for example, Boyce 1984 and Mascie-Taylor and Lasker 1988). Other
studies address the influence of migration on fertility, mortality, and other demogra
phic characteristics (e.g., Termote 1984, Wood et al. 1985). Most migration research
in human population biology deals with the effects of migration. To the extent that
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variation among and within populations is deternli'n·ed by 111igration, a full under
standing of that diversity requires an understanding; c r the r't"''''f?S of m'igration as
well. These are generally seen as being largely socioecono'T,ic in origin, but the
determinants do result in migration that is not random with respect to biological
characteristics such as sex, age, general health or susceptibility to specific diseases,
sterility, and consanguinity. Thus, the genetic consequences of selective and nonran
dom migration have been investigated empirically (Fix 1978, Leslie 1980, 1985,
Susanne 1984, MacBeth 1984), and modeled mathematically (Kempton 1974, Hi
oms et a!. 1976, Leslie et a!. 1981, Hiorns 1984, Rogers and Jorde 1987).
Migration has also figured prominently in human adaptability studies (Little
and Baker 1988), in large part because migration sets up "natural experiments" in
which populations with different genetic backgrounds are found in the same
environment, or populations representing a single gene pool live in rather differ
ent environments. From these studies we learn much about the consequences of
migration for health, growth and development, and other aspects of human
biology, and about the process of adaptation itself.
Most human population biology studies deal with living populations, but
there is increasing use of historical materials, and this implies greater importance
for historical demography. Swedlund (1978) presents a strong argument for
pursuing historical demography as a means of studying human ecology and the
relationships between demographic processes and environmental stress. Perhaps
the single greatest advantage to this approach is that it allows processes and
relationships to be studied over long periods of time. The benefits of this can be
seen in the work by Swedlund and colleagues in the Connecticut Valley (e.g.,
Meindl and Swedlund 1977, Tempkin-Greener and Swedlund 1978) and by the
Aland Islands study team (e.g., Mielke et a!. 1984, Jorde et al. 1986).

Demographic Characteristics as Part of Overall Human Variability
There is thus a history of interest in demography within human population
biology. The basis for this interest is expanding, however, in two directions that
warrant some discussion. We focus on these because they represent a concern
with demographic characteristics themselves as an aspect of human population
biology, rather than with demography as a means of elucidating other problems.
The first grows from the substantial body of literature in general population
biology concerned with the evolution of life history characteristics (see Emlen
1984, pp. 313-362 for a summary). The idea that patterns, as well as levels, of
demographic parameters reflect past evolution and adaptation is sensible and
intriguing. The general shape of the age curves of both mortality and fertility is
quite consistent across human populations. Is the mortality pattern the result of
selection maximizing potential growth rate (Matessi 1984)? Does the age distribu
tion of fertility in natural fertility populations serve to enhance the resilience of
populations? Or do these patterns arise solely from the constraints of maturation
and other processes?
The second development is the recognition that there is more interpopulation
variation in demographic characteristics, and in closely related biological charac
teristics, than had been suspected. In spite of the striking common pal/ems of age
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specific .,mortality, il~d, fertiLity, human populations vary greatly in survivorship,
reproductive performance, rat'e of increase, age-'sex distribution, and more. Thus,
demographic characteristics can be considered to be part of the overall human
variation that is the central concern of human population biology. Demographers
have tended to treat human populations as though they are biologically equiva
lent. However, it is now apparent that demographic differences among popula
tions cannot be wholly explained in terms of cultural behavior and direct environ
mental effects. Biological variation, or interaction between biology and behavior
or environment, also plays a role.
Take, for example, the problem of fertility. One of the most surprising
demographic results of the past two decades is the wide range of reprod uctive
performance among natural fertility populations (see Gage et a!., this volume).
Some of this variation is due to behavioral differences such as age at marriage. Of
overriding importance, however, are differences in birth intervals, which have
several biological components. The most important source of variation in birth
intervals is variation in postpartum infecundity, and it is now apparent that much
of this is due to the suppression of ovarian activity by breast-feeding (Howie and
McNeilly 1982, Gross and Eastman 1985). No matter what the mechanism behind
this effect proves to be, it is now certain that one of the most important inOuences
on variation in natural fertility can be traced to an interaction between behavior
(breast-feeding patterns) and human biology. What needs to be understood is the
great variability, seen both within and between populations, in the duration of
suppressed ovarian function.
There are certainly other biological inOuences on fertility. It is clear that
infectious disease has significant effects on fecundity in some populations
(McFalls and McFalls 1984). Studies of athletes, recreational runners, and dieters
show that exercise and nutritional status or weight loss can temporarily reduce
fecundity in Western women (Frisch 1987, Ellison and Lager 1986, Warren 1983),
and there is growing evidence that periodic undernutrition and heavy work loads
in non-Western populations are analogous to the modern self-imposed stresses,
and produce similar results (Ellison et a!. 1986). Furthermore, the efficacy of
lactation in prolonging postpartum infecundity may vary according to the energy
balance in the nursing mother (Lunn et al. 1984, Prentice 1984).
It is not our purpose to gauge the impact of these inOuences. The point is that
each represents a potentially important relationship between population biology
and demographic variation. The problem is how to go about clarifying such
relationships. We can identify two general approaches, and continue with fertility
as an example.
One approach to studying the determinants of fecundity is to start with a
stress and look for evidence that it affects fecundity. The usual first step is to
determine whether the level or presence of the stress is associated with the level of
fertility. This is a reasonable start, but note that a reduction in fecundity may not
show up as a comparable reduction in fertility. Behavior resulting in reproductive
compensation may obscure a fecundity effect. Much of the work on the relation
ship between high altitude and fecundity has taken this approach. Other examples
are found in studies of the link between nutrition and fertility (e.g., Bongaarts and
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Delgado 1979). Once the association is e~te:blisheJ.·it is iler.~s·sary todetermine the
precise means by which the stress inOuences fecund;~y.
The other approach is to start with biological characteristics that directly
inOuence fecundity, and look for variations in those characteristics within and
between populations. Recent examples are found in studies of the ovarian cycle in
non-Western populations. Characteristics such as cycle length and frequency of
ovulation, known for some time to vary within populations, now appear to be
much more variable between populations than was suspected (Johnson et al.
1987, Ellison 1988, Seaton and Riad-Fahmy 1980). Having found such variation,
the problem is then to uncover links to specific stresses.
Neither approach is inherently superior. They are two paths to the same end.
But the distinction is not trivial, because the paths are complementary and have a
bearing on what questions are asked. On occasion, the two approaches generate
contradictory answers. The nutrition-fertility studies cited as examples of the first
approach (see also Menken et al. 1981, Bongaarts and Potter 1983) produced
little support for a significant effect of nutrition on fecundity, except in cases
of severe malnutrition. Studies focusing on the relationship between nutrition
and ovarian function, however, present a rather different picture. These two sets
of results have yet to be completely reconciled, but this indicates the value of
searching out variation in human reproductive biology, and, more generally, of
approaching probl~ms in population biology from more than one direction.
Population differences in some characteristics relevant to fecundity are diffi
cult to miss. For example, the incidence of primary sterility in women varies
markedly. Differences are particularly striking among subsaharan African popu
lations, in which populations with rates of childlessness approaching 50% neigh
bor other groups with rates below 10% (Romaniuk 1968, Belsey 1976). Well-off
populations may exhibit rates as low as 2 or 3% (Eaton and Meyer 1954).
Observations of such differences could arise from routine demographic surveys,
comparative studies of family structure, or any number of other sources. Other
differences (proportion of anovulatory cycles, for example) are unlikely to surface
unless demographically relevant biological characteristics are explicitly recog
nized as a part of overall human variation, and studied just as intensively as body
morphology, genetic markers, and other characteristics have been studied in the
past.

Methodological Limitations
(rhe development of the relationship between demography and human population
\biology has been hampered by methodological problems. It is logistically and
~ethodologjcallydifficult to conduct meaningful demographic research in many
of the populations for which demographic facts would be most useful to the
concerns of human biology. At the same time, these difficulties limit the contribu
tion that studies of human biology make to our general understanding of human
demography. Methodological limitations are particularly frustrating when unu
sual demographic patterns are observed, since it is difficult to determine whether
they represent previously unreported demographic variation, or biased ascertain
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ment. On·~ example of thi~ is' t!;Je discovery of mortality patterns that differ from
commonly used models with regard to relative levels of infant, child, and early
adult mortality (see Gage et aI., this volume).

Demographically Inconvenient Populations
There are two general types of error that, in principle, can affect all demographic
studies: methodological error (ascertainment bias and misreporting) and statisti
cal error (arising from sampling variance). Human population biologists often
face the challenge of working in situations in which the opportunity for both is
substantial.
We use the term "small populations" to refer to the groups whose demography
is of greatest interest here. The adjective, small, is not completely satisfactory, but
seems preferable to common alternatives, which are too narrow, or too broad, or
otherwise inaccurate. All too often demographically useful records in our study
populations are limited, inaccurate, or nonexistent, and these problems may be
compounded by trying field conditions. It is thus tempting to call these popula
tions "demographically inconvenient." But this is pessimistic and wordy. The
populations most often dealt with in human population biology are "small"-that
is, their members number in the hundreds or few thousands. They are typically
small enough to occupy a limited set of physical and cultural environments. They
are also often small enough that, even if the data are good, stochastic fluctuations
in numbers of vital events may be important. The former can be an advantage in
an effort to analyze the causes and consequences of observed demographic
characteristics; the latter is a distinct disadvantage. Even when the group studied
is clearly part of a more or less continuously distributed larger population, the
emphasis in human population biology studies, as in anthropology, tends to be on
intensive studies of local groups. In those cases in which the focus is on large,
regional populations, and in which demographic characteristics are important, we
are in the realm of standard demography, and beyond the scope of this chapter.

ESTABlISHED PROCEDURES: UTILITY AND LIMITATIONS

Direct Approaches
Demography is concerned with the occurrence of events: births, deaths, migra
tion, marriages, and other events that influence population dynamics and compo
sition. Most demographic measures entail relating numbers of events to numbers
of individ uals "at risk" of experiencing the event~. We can describe most conven
tional procedures aimed at estimating vital rates as "direct," because they are
based on direct observation or recording of both the events and the referent
population. Before about 1970, there were very few anthropological studies
devoted mostly, or even heavily, to the demographic aspects of human groups.
Those that did attempt to include some demographic description, with or without
analysis, often produced improbable or suspect results, or (worse) reasonable but
untrustworthy results. This was the result of a failure to use existing demographic
expertise and methods (Howell, 1986), aggravated by a lack of appreciation of the
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problems peculiar to anthropological demograph> It wa:: also the result of an
underestimation of the effort required to produce ev"n simplr,; demogrcfphic mea
surements in populations with poor or nonexistent records. Even a casual reading of
Howell's (1979) study of the Dobe !Kung gives a vivid impression of how much is
involved. This is not to say that useful demographic research must always take 2
years of intensive fieldwork, followed by several more of analysis, as were devoted
by Howell. Hers is an unusually comprehensive demographic account, and the
information needed for many problems in human population biology is more
restricted. Nevertheless, the quality of demographic data in nonliterate societies may
be sensitive to the duration of the investigator's contact with the population, and
short studies may be subject to systematic biases (Early 1985).
The litany of problems and perils of small population demography has been
repeated many times (Weiss 1973a, 1975, Howell, 1973, 1986, Bleek 1988, others)
and need not be discussed in detail there. In populations lacking good written
records, demographic estimation is plagued by difficulty in estimating ages, by
reluctance of informants to discuss, or even mention, relatives (particularly their
own children) who have died, and by problems of definition (e.g., "stillbirth" vs.
"infant death"). These problems affect ascertainment of both the referent popula
tion and events needed for standard direct techniques. In the absence of direct
observations or registration, mortality is particularly difficult to study. Perinatal
and infant deaths are almost always underreported, but to widely varying extents.
This affects estimates of both mortality and fertility, as does the problem of age
estimation.

Nominative Techniques
The bulk of demographic research has been, and still is, based on aggregate data
(censuses, vital registration, surveys). These have the advantage of providing large
amounts of fairly readily available data. A disadvantage of aggregate data is that
it permits analysis of the relationship between events (e.g., births and marriages;
or between demographic and nondemographic events such as disease outbreaks
or drought) only in terms of associations between levels or distributions of events
and demographic parameters. Individual events are disassociated from one
another. When it is possible to link evenls involving a given person (or other unit
such as a family or household), more detailed and powerful analyses become
possible. These approaches are often called "nominative techniques" in historical
demography, where they became widely applied during the late 1950s and 1960s.
There has been a resurgence of interest in "event history analysis" among demog
raphers dealing with contemporary populations, as well [see Hobcraft and
Murphy (1986) for a review]. In historical demography, this approach takes the
form of record linkage and family reconstitution, pioneered by Henry and others
with data from the French village of Crulai and families of the Genevan bourgeoi
sie (Henry 1956, Gautier and Henry 1958).
The nominative approach can yield the same demographic measures as aggre
gate data, but also gives bonuses. For example, in addition to birth rates, it is
possible to calculate birth intervals, which provide an invaluable perspective on
fertility. Intervals are the hole in the donut: they are invisible to methods that
simply count events, no matter how those events may be categorized. Aggregative
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techniques may also obscur~ sources of varIatIOn that can be important in
understanding relationships between, say, poplilation pressure and mortality.
In some cases it has been possible to take record linkage beyond family
reconstitution, and achieve the reconstitution of an entire population, by estab
lishing genealogical links among the reconstituted families. Genealogical demog
raphy can add considerable depth to demographic analysis, and clearly facilitates
the study of microevolution. Dyke and Morrill's (1980) volume contains papers
that discuss the methods used in genealogical demography, explore some of their
problems, and also describe some of the results of their application.
The disadvantage of the nominative approach, relative to the aggregative, is
that, in spite of some success at automating record linkage (e.g., Skolnick et al.
1978, Weiss et al. 1980, Chakraborty et al. 1980, Rossmann 1980), it remains time
consuming and expensive. Thus, genealogical demography is in general feasible
only in small populations. Fortunately, this is the sort of population in which
human population biologists are often interested. There are some notable excep
tions. For example, the Historical Demography Project based at the University of
Montreal has the ambitious goal of reconstituting the entire French Canadian
population over a period spanning four centuries.
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There are techniques for imputing dates that are omitted or that can be
assumed to be wrong. However, these were design.::d for ust with large data sets,
and even in that context there is still debate over their accuracy and utility
(Chidambaram and Pullum 1981, Hobcraft and Murphy 1986). Application of
these procedures to small populations is at this time questionable.
The accuracy of retrospective data in general has been discussed (Bernard
et al. 1984) as have the problems associated with recalling reproductive histories
and dates in particular (e.g., Sirken and Sabagh 1968, Morrill and Dyke 1980).
The best fertility history data will usually be for women who are still alive. There
is potential bias in that women who died are not included, which creates problems
if there is an association between fertility and female mortality. Fortunately, this
relationship does not seem strong (Brass 1975). Note that if there is a relationship,
not all measures will be biased. For example, estimation of the net reproductive
rate may be affected, but the total fertility rate should not be.
Some aspects of reproductive histories are best obtained from relatives, even if
"ego" is still living. Among Turkana pastoralists in Kenya, for example, many
women are quite willing to discuss deaths of their sisters' children, but fail to
mention the births of their own children who died (Leslie et al. 1988). However,
histories obtained from others may also be less detailed or complete. The pre
ferred general strategy for validating ethnographic data is to elicit event histories
for a given individual from several different sources (ego, parents, siblings, co
wives, etc.). Histories can sometimes also be validated by external sources (i.e., by
using both documentary and ethnographic sources),

Retrospective Data
Reconstruction of demographic events need not depend on written records.
Anthropologists almost habitually collect event history data from informants,
and retrospective interviews are, increasingly, used in demographic surveys. The
largest example to date of the latter is the World Fertility Survey (Cleland et al.
1985, 1987).
Event history data are subject to two sorts of error: omission and timing.
Omission errors result from the failure to report (or record) individual events.
They may be random or biased by sex, age, birth order, or other characteristics.
Omissions decrease observed numbers of events and increase apparent intervals
between events. The usual effect is thus to reduce apparent vital rates. But if the
probability of omission is in some way correlated with demographic characteris
tics, then the direction of the bias may be difficult to predict. For example, if high
parity women are more likely to fail to report a birth or infant death, then
associated fertility and mortality rates will be too low, and the variance of
reproductive performance will be reduced. If omission affects the denominator, as
with some forms of ascertainment bias, estimated rates may be too high. For
example, if births to low-parity women are less likely to be reported because such
women are more likely to be absent, fertility will be overestimated. Timing errors
can be due to faulty recall, but also can be generated, or at least shaped, in subtle'
ways by the structure of interviews (Potter 1977, Hobcraft and Murphy 1986).
Detection of both sorts of error is possible when the relative timing of two
events is highly unlikely, such as a birth interval of 7 months, or births to one
woman spanning more than 40 years. Detection of such anomalies calls for
further probing, but it will not always be obvious, when a more reasonable timing
for an event has been established, whether the improvement reflects greater
accuracy or introduction of additional timing error to other events in the history
that simply obscure the anomaly.

Indirect Approaches
In many small populations, the straightforward, direct methods are not feasible.
The principal, and most problematic, reasons for this are methodological: the
requisite data may be incomplete, biased, or absent. In addition, even when the
needed events and population composition are known, stochastic fluctuations
in numbers of events complicate the problem. Standard demography does face
the problem of sampling error, but with small populations the stochastic problem
has an added dimension. Even with complete and accurate enumeration of people
and events, stochastic fluctuations in numbers of events may obscure underlying
patterns, and complicate comparisons over time and space. Statistical error
is, then, a greater problem in small population demography. Thus, demogra
phic study of small populations calls both for indirect techniques for estimating
demographic parameters (i.e., techniques that do .not require direct observa
tion or recording of actual events), and for means of dealing with stochastic
variation.
Figure 1.1 represents certain causal and analytic relationships among aspects
of a population's demographic characteristics. Present demographic structure
(the subdivision of a population by age, sex, marital status, and( or other charac
teristics) is determined by past vital events. Since we are not dealing with very
large populations, the numbers of those vital events involving specific age-sex
groups are the product of stochastic variation about a set of underlying risks or
probabilities of birth, death, emigration, and so on. These probabilities are in turn
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period, and most of the techniques represented 'iH the Egnre and discussed below
are designed for this. We include here the direct'methooy; mentioned above, two
classes of indirect techniques, and mathematical theory (stable and nonstable
population theory) discussed below. It is also sometimes useful to determine the
demographic structure that will be produced by a particular set of vital rates.
Thus, the analytic arrow for mathematical population theory is two headed.
As indicated in the discussion above, and represented in Figure [.1, calcula
tion of vital rates by direct means requires knowledge of both individual events
and the numbers of people "at risk" of experiencing those events. The nature of
data obtainable from small populations often makes application of direct mea
sures tenuous. For this reason, unorthodox techniques for demographic estima
tion have been developed. Because demographic structure is a function of the
numbers and timing of vital events in the past, it contains information about
those events. The trick is to extract that information, and convert it to conven
tional demographic statistics. A host of methods have been devised to do just
that. Some of these techniques do not require tallies of events themselves, and use
only details of current demographic structure. Others are based on regularities in
the relationships between aspects of current structure and retrospectively ascer
tained events. Many of the indirect techniques were developed to salvage as much
information as possible from defective data from a single census or survey (U nited
Nations 1967, 1983). What most of these procedures have in common is that all
the data needed for their application can be obtained from one source, rather than
from a combination of census/ survey and registration data. Another common
characteristic is that they often require the use of demographic models to guide
the transformation of the unconventional to conventional measures, or for ex
trapolating results to generate estimates for a wider range of ages
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Figure 1.1. Causal and analytic relationships among aspects of a population's demo
graphic characteristics.

determined by the biological and behavioral characteristics of the population and
its environment.
Our primary concern here is with the analytic, rather than the causal, relation
ships, and the arrows are drawn in the direction that analysis most often takes.
We are usually interested in estimating the vital rates characteristic of a cohort or

Stable Population Theory
Stable population theory is not really a technique itself, but provides the basis for
a number of widely used procedures for indirect demographic estimation. The
roots of the theory go back more than 200 years to Euler (1760), but its incorpora
tion into modern demography is the result of the work of Lotka earlier in this
century (Lotka 1907, 1922, Sharpe and Lotka 191 I). Expositions of the theory
and its use are now standard fare in demography texts. A stable population
structure is one in which the proportions in the various age-sex categories remain
constant in time (the population may be growing or declining at a constant rate),
and is approached when age-specific fertility and mortality rates are constant. The
theory f~rther assumes that the population is large enough that stochastic fluctua
tions in numbers of vital events can be ignored, and that net migration for each
age-sex group is zero. Theoretical work over the past two decades shows that
these assumptions can be relaxed to some extent. For example, stability is
maintained if the overall birth rate is constant, even if age-specific fertility rates
change. Modifications have been suggested to allow moderate declines in mortal
ity (quasistable populations) and consistent migration.
The reason that stable population theory is so important is that it specifies the
relationship between the population's underlying fertility and mortality rates and
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its age structure. Thl"S, knowlt:dge of the mortality schedule and the intrinsic rate
of increase is sufficient to determine the demographic structure. Similarly, and
more important in populations with poor ascertainment of deaths, an age struc
ture coupled with a rate of increase specifies a mortality schedule. Thus, it is not
surprising that the theory is so widely used (see Romaniuk and Piche 1972, Weiss
1973a,b, Neel and Weiss 1975, Fix 1977, Howell 1979, Wood 1980 for examples
of application of the theory to small populations). The theory extracts informa
tion about past events from the age structure, and thereby provides a way of
estimating demographic parameters that are difficult to observe directly.
The theory is powerful to the point of being seductive. The assumptions
behind stable models are well known but may be accepted too uncritically when
the alternative is much less precise or less detailed demographic analysis. Stable
structure is approached fairly rapidly, usually within two or three generations
following even major changes in fertility or mortality rates or disturbances of age
structure, and even sooner if vital rates are density dependent (Weiss and Smouse
1976). But there are many times when the assumptions are inappropriate. Given
today's rapid pace of social and economic change, many populations are likely to
have experienced significant changes in living conditions and in vital rates over
the past 10 or 50 years. Even seemingly isolated groups may be affected. For
example, Howell (1979) suggests a change in survivorship for Dobe !Kung born
after about 1950. Furthermore, stochastic fluctuations in small populations may
raise a cloud of uncertainty around the values of demographic parameters esti
mated with stable population analysis.

Structural and Retrospective Indirect Techniques
There is a growing list of clever techniques that yield estimates of specific
demographic parameters. The formal theory behind many of these methods is
grounded in stable population theory, but they are often quite robust in the face
of deviation from stability (Hill and Trussell 1977). Some of these make use of
characteristics of the current population; others depend on informant recall of life
history events. We call the former "structural" techniques and the latter "retro
spective" (see Figure 1.1). Both types demand only a single surveyor registry.
Probably the greatest stimulus for the development of these techniques has
been the work of Brass, beginning 35 years ago (Brass 1953, 1954, 1975, Brass et
al. 1968, pp. 88-150). Indeed, this approach is often referred to as "Brass" or
"Brass-type" estimation. Coale's work, particularly that identifying consistent
patterns of fertility and nuptiality, is also central to indirect estimation (e.g.,
Coale 1971, Coale and Trussell 1974, Coale and McNeil 1972).
Table 1.1 contains examples of some indirect methods for estimating vital
rates from cross-sectional data. A few of these are widely known and used. Others
have seen little use, at least in part because the requisite data, although simple, are
seldom available. There is no room, nor need, to discuss all of these proced ures in
detail. We will simply point out some important characteristics of them.
Brass's (1975) method for estimating child mortality is perhaps the most
frequently used of the indirect procedures [see Br"ainard (1986) for one example of
its application to a small population], in part because it was one of the first
developed, but also because it has been found to be reliable and robust (Feeney
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1980, among others). The procedure starts with tho:; propo~t'!ons of offspring, born
to women in different age groups, who are now decea~ed, and thus falls in the
retrospective indirect technique category. The next step 'is to transform these
proportions into values of q.. the probability of dying between birth and age a.
This is easily accomplished if the age-specific fertility and mortality patterns
(relative risks by age, not absolute levels or rates) can be estimated. This illus
trates a common characteristic of indirect methods-dependence on estimated
patterns or schedules of vital events. Fortunately, the estimates produced by this
method are not very sensitive to likely variations in patterns of child mortality.
They are sensitive, however, to unusual age patterns of fertility (Shryock and
Siegel 1971). There are several advantages to this Brass technique, but one that is
particularly important for coping with populations lacking written records is that
the dates of each woman's live births need not be determined.
As is the case with other indirect methods, several variations of the original
Brass procedure are possible. Brass used a polynomial to produce the needed
fertility schedules, but there are other ways of generating the schedules (Sullivan
1972, Coale and Trussel 1974). The Brass procedure classifies women by age, but
it is also possible to classify by duration of marriage (Sullivan 1972, Trussell
1975). This flexibility is important because it increases the range of cases in which
the basic method will be applicable. Duration models have not been tested or used
as extensively as have age models, because data are seldom recorded by duration
of states such as marriage. In ethnographic demography, however, duration of
marriage is often easier, and more reliably, determined than is age. The duration
oriented versions of indirect estimation procedures may prove particularly useful
in human population biology.
The second class of indirect techniques included in Table 1.1 is based on
details of current demographic structure, such as proportions of one sex, by age,
whose spouse is still alive, or the age distribution of women with infants. These
avoid some of the misreporting problems, such as memory lapse, encountered
with other methods. But some problems, particularly age estimation, often re
main. It is a frustrating truth that some of the indirect techniques are particularly
weak when they are needed most. For example, adult mortality may be estimated
by the "paternal orphanhood" method, but the required age-specific male fertility
may be difficult to get in the same populations in which mortality data are poor
enough to warrant use of this technique.
In addition, the models on which these procedures are built entail assumptions
that mayor may not be valid in a given instance. For example, Brass's technique for
estimating fertility from birth order data (1971 b) works well in high-fertility popula
tions, but is unreliable in the context of low fertility (Brass 1975). Many modifica
tions of indirect methods, designed to relax assumptions or improve accuracy, have
been suggested (e.g., Ewbank 1982), but the data needed to take advantage of these
modifications often are not available. Small size also limits the utility of some
specific techniques. Brass's (1975) method for estimating age-specific fertility from
the age distribution of women with children less than a year old will not give reliable
results in small populations in which too few infants are born each year.
On the other hand, the intensive contact characteristic of much ethnographic
demography favors completeness and consistency. Furthermore, we do not always
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,{etrospective indirect ,techniques for demographic estimation

Common name

Date required

Measures yielded

Sources

Fertility

Birlh order
technique
PI F ratio

Table l.lb

Structural indirect techniques for dem~graphic~st'irhation

Common name

Sibling survival
Preceding birth

Date required

MeasUJ es yielded,

Sources

Fertility

Birlhs labulaled by order and
age of mol her; proportion
of women wit h at least one
birth
Mean parity by age group;
births in past year, by age
of mol her

Completed fertilily

Brass 1971b,
1975

Age-specific fertility

Brass 1975

Own-child
method

Mortality

Brass eSlimalor of
child survival
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Proportions of offspring now
deceased, by age of mother;
model fertilily and mortality
patterns
Proportions of siblings ever
born still alive, by age of
respondenl
Reports of previous birth at
time of currenl birth

Childhood
mortality, q.

Brass 1975,
Preston and
Palloni 1978

Life table I, values

Hill and
Trussell 1977

Child mortalily,
especially ql

Brass 1971b
Brass and
Macrae 1984

require either the precision or the accuracy demanded in standard demography.
This is not an excuse for sloppy fieldwork, nor for being unaware of or not
attempting to correct for the many likely biases, nor for ignoring the more difficult
procedures for dealing with our data. It is simply a recognition that, for some
purposes, a range of likely values may be sufficient to provide answers to important
questions or to generate new insights.

Model Schedules
What makes it possible to study demographic characteristics using indirect tech
niques is the existence of regularities in the probability distributions of vital events.
Many of the estimation techniques listed in the preceding section require the use of
fertility or mortality schedules. In some cases, these may be empirical, but more
often they are model schedules. The accuracy of estimates generated by these
methods thus depends to varying degrees on the validity of the model schedules for
the population in question. Howell (1973, (976) argues that our species evolved a
basic biological pattern that has remained largely unchanged, and that it is therefore
reasonable to apply the age-specific patterns of mortality and fertility observed in
contemporary populations to demographically poorly known populations (past and
present). This "uniformitarian assumption" is further justified empirically by the
fact that it has indeed been possible to construct general families of such schedules.
The few demographic studies of nonhuman primates suggest that the consistency of
patterns of vital rates in diverse human populations may also typify other homi
noids (Teleki et al. 1976, Weiss 1975).
Incorporation into indirect estimation procedures is but one use of model
schedules. A more general use is to supplement observations: to fill gaps in fragmen-

Reverse
survival

Child-woman ralios

Age-specific fertilily,
total fertility rate

Age distribution of women
with children under J year
old
Age composition under 45;
mean age of ferlilily; survival
to age 2
Age distribulion; estimate of
early mortality

Age-specific fertility
Gross reproduction
rate

Birth rate, gross
reproduction rate

Grabill and Cho
1965, Cho et al.
1986
Brass 1975
Carrier and
Hobcraft 197 I,
Brass 1975
Shryock and Siegel
1971

Mortality

Orphanhood

Proportion of parents surviving
by age of children

Adult mortality

Spouse
survival

Proportion of spouses surviving, by age of respondent or
time since marriage
Two censuses

Adull morlalily
Life table, birth rale

Preston 1983

Two censuses

Adull mortalily

Preston and
Bennell 1983

Numbers in two different age
groups
Ratio of older to younger
sislers ever born
Numbers of those living who
are youngesl or oldeSI in
their compleled sibships
Two censuses; distribution of
ages at childbirth

Intrinsic rate of
increase, r
Intrinsic rate of

Coale and
Dememy 1966
Gold man 1978

Preston
integrated
approach"
PreslonBennett
method"

Brass 1975, Henry
1960, Brass and
Hill 1973,
Timaeus 1986
Hill and Trussell
1977

Populalion growth

Sisters of
sisters r
Boundary
siblings r

-"

increase, r

Intrinsic rale of
increase, ,

r, generation length,

McDaniel and
Hammel 1984
Gage et al. 1984c

net maternity func
tion, etc.

"Indicatcs techniques based on nonslable population theory.

tary data or to smooth existing data. This function can sometimes compensate for
inadequacies of estimation procedures. For example, the Brass technique for esti
mating childhood mortality is considered most reliable for ql, qj, and qs; its
estimates of infant mortality are subject to bias. However, the estimates for later
childhood ages can guide the choice of a model mortality schedule, which will
suggest an appropriate infant mortality rate. On the other hand, extrapolating even
firmly based early mortality to levels of adult mortality is risky, as the association
between adult and child mortality is not strong.
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The best known model schedl.lIes are of mortality, and often take the form of
model life table series. There are a number of different approaches to constructing
these series. Some are based on empirical associations-between a sequence of
age-specific mortality rates and life expectancy (Coale and Dememy 1983), or
between rates for adjacent age groups (United Nations 1956). Others fit a mathe
matical function to observed mortality distributions (Brass 1971 a, Carrier and
Hobcraft 1971). Brass's elegant logit system, a linear function with two parame
ters, generates good fits to many mortality schedules. To extend the range of
mortality experience renected in available series, Weiss (1973a) constructed
model tables by mathematically smoothing mortality data from paleodemo
graphic and ethnographic sources. It would be worth reconstructing Weiss's series
using the considerable body of demographic data that has become available for
such populations in the 15 years since his effort. For discussions of fitting models
to empirical data, see United Nations (1967), Weiss (1975), and particularly
Bourgeois-Pichat (1968).
The generality of fertility patterns is also often noted (Weiss 1973b, Henne
berg 1976). Henry (1961) described a characteristic distribution of age-specific
fertility in natural fertility populations, and departures from this pattern in
populations with parity-dependent reprod uctive behavior are also regular (Coale,
1971). Consistency has also been found in nuptiality patterns (Coale 1971, Coale
and McNeil 1972). Model age-specific fertility sched ules may be obtained by
combining marital fertility schedules with nuptiality models (Coale and Trussell
1974).
Characteristic patterns for other phenomena that may be useful in human
population biology studies undoubtedly remain to be discovered. For example,
Lesthaeghe and Page (1980) describe a family of curves for the duration of breast
feeding, which has been used to assess the accuracy of breast-feeding data.
Indiscriminant use of model patterns can obscure actual biodemographic varia
bility. Nonetheless, model schedules are an indispensible tool.

Simulation
Following an initial period of wariness, some 15 or 20 years ago, on the part of
both anthropologists and demographers, computer simulation has come to be
accepted as a standard technique in small population demography. Simulation is
especially appropriate for investigating phenomena that are either complex, with
many interacting factors having to be considered simultaneously, or subject to
large stochastic effects. Within human population biology, simulation has been
most often applied in studies of (I) vital rates and the dynamics of small popula
tions (e.g., Dyke and MacCluer 1975, Howell 1979, MacCluer and Dyke 1976),
(2) processes affecting fertility (MacCluer 1980, Bongaarts and Potter, 1983), (3)
the relationship between genetics and demography (e.g., Cannings and Skolnick
1975, MacC1uer 1974, 1979, Fix 1978, Relethford 1980), and (4) large-scale
ecological models (e.g., Blankenship and Thomas 1977, McRae 1982).
In addition to providing a means of "experimenting" with populations, simu
lations are also commonly used as adjuncts to empirical or formal analytic
studies, as a way of testing specific procedures or of generating stochastic varia
tion. Of particular importance here, given our methodological focus, is the use of
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stochastic microsimulations to provide insight 'into the adequacy of statistical
tests and sampling procedures (MacCluer 1978), and thelc.,nsistency' and accu
racy of estimators (Suchindran et a!. 1979, Howell 1979, Wacnter 1980, McDaniel
and Hammel 1984, Meyer et al. 1986). Simulation has also proven useful for
assessing the validity of assumptions, such as that of demographic stability (Weiss
and Smouse 1976), for indicating whether estimated values of vital rates are
reasonable (Chapman 1980), and for testing whether differences between groups
might be due to stochastic nuctuation in relevant parameters.
For a comprehensive review of computer simulation in anthropology in
general, see Dyke (1981), who also examines the seldom considered question of
when simulation is most appropriate as a method. Wachter (1987) gives a succinct
discussion of the relationship among micro- and macrosimulation and analytic
approaches to demographic problems, and argues well for their complementary
potential.
The key to successful small population demography is f1exibility and creativ
ity. There are clear advantages to using stl1ndard procedures and measures
whenever possible, as this facilitates comparison to results of other studies. With
this in mind, however, we must make the most of what is obtainable. It is
important to be alert to peculiar features of a population that may prove useful
as, for example, age grades, elaborate event calendars, or ritual cycles that aid in
the pursuit of age estimates. Finally, the more incomplete or tenuous the data are,
the more important it is to take advantage of the redundancy of demographic
measures, and to use as many sources of data and as many measures as possible,
in an effort to enhance confidence in the results.

SOME NEW APPROACHES
There are a number of new techniques that may be particularly useful in small
population demography, because they overcome various limitations of the more
commonly used methods discussed above. Some of these have already proven to be
valuable. Others require further development if they are to fulfill their potential.
Nonstable Population Theory
The recent extension of stable population theory to nonstable populations (Pres
ton and Coale 1982) provides the basis for an entirely new and potentially very
powerful class of indirect estimation techniques. Nonstable theory is an elegant
and simple extension of stable population theory, 1n which the intrinsic rate of
increase is replaced by a set of age-specific rates of increase. The advantages of
indirect methods based on this theory are (I) that the age structure of the
population examined need not be stable, although the assumptions of stable
population theory concerning migration must still be met, and (2) that a consider
ably wider variety of estimation techniques can potentially be derived from
nonstable theory than has emanated from stable theory. The only disadvantage of
these "variable-r" methods is that their application usually requires more data
than the methods based on stable population theory. All published applications
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reyuire two censuses of the same population taken a few years apart, while the
indirect methods of stable population theory require only a single census and an
estimate of the population growth rate (see above).
Nevertheless, it is likely that the data necessary to apply the variable-r tech
niques are available for a surprisingly large number of small populations (Gage
1985). In fact, these methods may be more relevant to demographic estimation in
small populations than in large national populations. Many anthropologists
study a single population over a long period of time. It is usually not possible for a
single observer to collect vital registration data for a population of any size over
the entire period, but several censuses may be taken at different times. Also, the
intensive nature of anthropological fieldwork can provide higher quality data
than can national census systems. It is often possible to control the effects of
migration and to avoid differential coverage of the two censuses much better in
small than in national populations. For example, Gage et al. (1984b, c) linked two
censuses of the Trio of Surinam taken more than 10 years apart, using genealogi
cal information. This ensured that the censuses refer to the same population and
that the population was closed to migration.
Variable-r techniques have already been developed for a variety of purposes in
the study of population dynamics, and also for correcting vital registry and census
data for differential enumeration (Bennett and Horiuchi 1981, Gage et al. 1984a).
We limit our discussion here to those methods likely to be most useful to human
biologists-the indirect estimation of measures of mortality, fertility, and popula
tion replacement.

Estimating Mortality
Two techniques are currently available for the estimation of age-specific mortality
from two censuses, the Preston-Bennett technique (Preston and Bennett 1983),
which uses only census data, and the integrated approach of Preston (1983),
which uses census data, Brass indicators of survivorship to age five, and a model
logit life table. The Preston-Bennell technique has the disadvantage of not
beginning the life table at birth, but the advantage of not imposing a particular
model life table on the age pattern of mortality. This method can be extended to
yield birth rates if the additional data needed to estimate child mortality are
available. Preston's integrated method has the advantage of beginning the life
table at birth, and of providing an estimate of the fertility rate, but the disadvan
tage of imposing a model life table on the age patterns of mortality. Gage et al.
(1984b) modified the integrated approach so that it does not require the use of
Brass measures of child survival, but still provides a complete life table and an
estimate of the fertility rate. They used this method to estimate mortality among
the Trio of Surinam.
Simulation tests of the Preston-Bennett technique and the modified inte
grated approach indicate that these techniques, particularly the integrated ap
proach, are highly accurate with small population data (Gage et al. (986). The
results suggest that estimates of the expectation of life accurate within 2 years of
the underlying expectation will often be possible, even with very small popula
tions (250 individuals), using the integrated approach. The Preston-Bennett
technique provides comparable results with populations greater than 1000 indi
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viduals. In fact, the results indicate that the metho<:ls can'provide l1}ore accurate
estimates of underlying mortality than do life table techni<jues (for censored data)
using complete enumeration of births and deaths over the intercensal period, for
populations numbering less than 1500 individ uals. The better performance of
these indirect methods in small populations is the result of the information
contained in the model life table utilized by the proced ures. Gage et al. (1986)
examine the errors introduced by using an inappropriate model life table and bias
caused by the methodological assumptions of the methods.

Estimating the Net Maternity function and fertility
The net maternity function (N M F) is the probability that a woman will survive to
a given age and give birth to a female offspring at that age. The NMF is important
because it leads to a number of indexes useful to population biologists, including
the intrinsic rate of increase, the net rep rod uctive rate (the number of same-sex
children an individual contributes to the next generation), the mean and variance
in age at childbearing, and the average generation length. The NMF also provides
information about the composition of households, the extinction of family lines,
and more.
However, the NMF has seldom been computed for small populations because
the conventional method of estimating it, using age-specific vital rates and stable
population theory, compounds any errors in the fertility and mortality estima
tion. Nonstable population theory provides a new approach that avoids this
difficulty. To our knowledge, this approach has not been applied in national
demography, but has been applied to small populations (Gage et al. 1984c).
The variable-r method of estimating the NMF reverses the standard proce
dure. With nonstable theory, the NMF function can be obtained directly from the
age-specific rates of increase (estimated from two censuses) and the shape of the
distribution of age at maternity (from an empirical sample or a model schedule).
Once the N M F function is computed, age-specific fertility rates and other mea
sures of replacement can be generated using the estimates of age-specific mortality
that may be obtained from the same census data. The measures can be extended
to both sexes if an estimate of the sex ratio at birth is available (Gage et al. 1984c,
Gage 1985).
Although the accuracy of N M F estimates based on nonstable population
theory has not been examined statistically, the simplicity and directness of the
method, and the general reliability of the data required to compute it, suggest that
the results should be highly dependable. The estimates of fertility derived with this
method, on the other hand, are likely to be less reliable, since they depend on
prior estimation of the NMF and mortality.
We believe that variable-r methods represent an important advance in the demo
graphic study of small populations for three reasons.
\. They allow a relatively complete analysis of mortality, fertility, and the net
maternity function with small population data.
2. The variable-I" techniques appear to provide surprisingly accurate esti
mates, even in the face of common deficiencies in our data.
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3. The types of data collecteJ by anthropologists and population biologists
appear to be well suited to this form of indirect demographic estimation.
In conjunction with the observation that the data typically available to na
tional demographers are often not sufficient to allow productive use of these
techniques, the third advantage noted above carries an important implication.
The variable-r methods discussed here represent only a few of the possible indirect
estimation procedures that can be developed from the theory of nonstable popu
lations (Preston and Coale 1982). Conseq uently, the full implementation of these
techniques may fall to those who have the most to gain from them--human
biologists and anthropologists.

Kin-Based Demography
Most demographic analysis entails knowledge of the ages of members of the
population. This is one of the most serious barriers to demographic study of small
populations, since reliable age data often cannot be obtained. Various methods of
estimating ages or age structure have been suggested (Howell 1979, Pison 1980),
but it would be extraordinarily useful to have demographic estimators that are
not age based. Kin-based measures are one possible solution.
The number of various types of relatives in a population is a function of several
demographic parameters, including population growth, migration, and the distribu
tions of sibship size and ages at maternity and paternity (Goodman et al. 1974,
Hajnal 1963, Pullum 1982, Leslie 1983). Beginning with these associations, it is
possible to derive expressions to predict certain demographic characteristics from
the frequencies of various genealogical relationships. Published efforts in this vein
have so far focused on estimation of the intrinsic rate of increase from numbers of
older and younger sisters (Goldman 1978) or from the incidence of living individuals
who are the youngest or the oldest members of their completed sibships (McDaniel
and Hammel 1984). Unfortunately, these measures have large sampling variances in
small populations (Wachter 1980, McDaniel and Hammel 1981), and are thus of
limited utility. The same populations that lack adequate age reckoning are likely to
be characterized by extensive knowledge of genealogical relationships. For this
reason, the potential value of kin-based demographic measures is enormous, and
efforts to develop this approach should be encouraged.

Parameterization of Schedules
The model life tables and model fertility schedules that are commonly used are
tabular (nonparametric) summaries of empirical data. Recently, however, at
tempts have been made to develop and apply biologically interpretable paramet
ric models of human mortality and fertility (Gage and Dyke 1986, Wood and
Weinstein 1988). Parametric models have two primary uses: (I) as research tools
for studying human biological variation and (2) as replacements for empirical
model life tables.
Parametric models are useful for studying human biological variation because
they decompose age-specific mortality and fertility rates into a smaller number of
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biologically interpretable components or parameter".On~ ad~antage of decom
position is that it allows the estimation of biologic?! phenonJena that are unobser
vable in the original data. For example, models are the only method of estimating
fecundability from fertility data, or of estimating the level of senescent mortality
when cause of death data are inadequate. One advantage of data reduction is that
it allows the use of standard multivariate statistics for classifying the structure of
mortality and fertility into characteristic types. Both of these advantages facilitate
the documentation and classification of human biological variation, but in addi
tion they provide the quantitative measures necessary to identify the environmen
tal and biocultural correlates of human variation in mortality and fertility (as
indicated in Figure 1.1).
Parametric models can also be used to smooth and improve faulty or deficient
data in much the same way that empirical model life tables and fertility schedules
have been used for this same purpose. Such procedures facilitate comparison
of schedules based on small populations (for some results for paleodemographic
life tables see Gage et aI., this volume, and Gage 1988), and provide data
with consistent properties for use in simulation, population projection, poten
tial mates analysis, etc. The careful application of good parametric models is
superior to the use of empirical model schedules, since the parametric models
allow the data to determine the shape of the distribution within general limits and
hence do not impose a particular and potentially inappropriate schedule on the
data. Additionally, the biological interpretability of the parameters allows an
assessment of the quality of the underlying data (Gage and Dyke 1986). The
parametric models, however, are not a complete substitute for conventional
empirical model life tables. There will be applications in which the data are not
sufficient to fit a parametric model or the parameters obtained with the para
metric model are not plausible. In these cases, the use of empirical models is
indicated.
Although parametric models of mortality and fertility have a long history,
their application has only recently become practical, because of advances in
computer technology. Consequently, the development, testing, and application of
these models to problems in human biological variation have only just begun.

LOOKING AHEAD
Little (1982) has identified several lines of research most likely to contribute to
our general understanding of human population biology: (I) modeling and simu
lation of systems, (2) reintegration of ecological and evolutionary theory ("human
evolutionary ecology"), (3) biocultural approaches to a "health ecology," and (4)
integrated, multidisciplinary research. Demography will playa role in all of these,
but it will be a demography that has expanded in several important ways. Part of
this expansion will undoubtedly come from further advances in mathematical
demography, particularly refinements in nonstable population theory. Ulti
mately, however, there must be a more fundamental transformation of demog
raphy within human population biology. This is because standard demography,
that is, virtually all human demography, is firmly grounded in theory that
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contains assumptions that are inappropriate, or at least too constraining, for
central problems in human population biology.
.
Standard demography is oriented toward linear models of the determinants of
vital rates, generally in the context of an unchanging environment (Lee /987).
Population biology has a longstanding tradition of models of population dynam
ics that incorporate homeostatic mechanisms, in part because much of animal
demography concerns the interaction between species. But these models are
simplistic in their reflection of demographic (especially age) structure. What is
required is to combine the demographic sophistication of formal human demog
raphy with the sensitivity to ecological constraints and environmental change
found in population biology. To achieve this, we will have to become our own
formal demographers.
Standard demography and population biology also differ in their treatment of
chance and variability (Jacquard 1984). Demographers usually deal with determi
nistic mechanisms, with randomness considered only as sampling error to be
handled by appropriate statistical techniques. Knowledge of variances is then
important for statistical purposes, but little else. In the ecology of small popula
tions, however, stochastic variation is not just noise in the system-it is an essential
part of the system. The distribution of fertility among women and men, the
distribution of survivorship among sibships, families, or other units, not just mean
values, are crucial to the biological structure of populations. Population genetics
has long had a probabilistic orientation (Malecot 1948, Wright 1969), and there are
also theoretical treatments of random variability in demographic phenomena
(Kendall 1949, Pollard 1973). But these have not resulted in procedures of any
general utility in the analysis of population dynamics, in either standard demog
raphy or population biology (but see Mode 1980). This situation is improving
slowly (e.g., Wachter 1978, Suchindran et al. 1979, MacCluer and Dyke 1976,
Handwerker 1988), but we still know little about the sampling distributions of vital
rates and their joint consequences for demographic structure.
Some of the important areas for future advances, such as the stochastic and
homeostatic problems, are now underdeveloped not only because they have been
of minor concern within standard demography, but also because they are, analyti
cally, difficult problems. This implies that the challenge to be our own formal
demographers is not a trivial one. We must train ourselves and our students more
rigorously in available demographic method and theory, and be prepared to go
beyond it. This is an investment that will benefit both demography and human
population biology.
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Traditionally, human biologists have studied human demographic rates either to
determine the potential for selection in various populations or to evaluate human
adaptation to various environmental stressors (Spuhler 1976, Baker and Dutt
1972). Over the last 10 or 15 years, however, a number of human biologists have
begun to direct their research toward the problem of describing and explaining
the variation in human demographic rates itself (Weiss 1973, Howell 1979,
Swedlund and Armelagos 1976) and the biocultural mechanisms that regulate the
growth of human populations (Harrison et al. 1977, Swedlund 1978). Reliably
documenting the variation in human vital rates has proven to be a difficult
undertaking because of the small sample sizes normally available for analysis.
However, recent developments in methodology (see Leslie and Gage, this volume)
now make much more detailed analyses of small populations feasible. The pur
pose of this chapter is to provide an overview of current knowledge of human
demographic rates and population regulation as a point of departure for future
work. In particular, this chapter will (I) examine the current estimates of human
variation in mortality and fertility, (2) review the environmental and physiologi
cal factors affecting fertility, and (3) present a theory of population regulation
developed by ecologists and apply it to the data on human populations. This
latter aim is of particular importance, since population growth and its correlates,
pollution and depletion of resources, are major problems facing human popula
tions today.

HUMAN VARIATION IN VITAL RATES
Mortality
Among human populations there are differences both in the level of mortality and
in the shape of the age-specific mortality curve. These two characteristics, level of
mortality and shape of the mortality curve, are largely independent of each other

